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Abstract— In recent time, there has been high level of 

impression skilled in each personal and public sectors on 

usual ,The ghost employee syndrome that has become a 

threat to all or any tiers of  employers, government issues 

over the degree of worker absence in their company and also 

the problem to manage student attending throughout 

lectures. Fingerprints area unit a variety of identity 

verification system that is exclusive and cannot modification 

in one’s entire period. This paper presents the attending 

management system that uses fingerprint technology in an 

exceedingly university atmosphere. It consists of 1 or over 

one processes namely; enrollment and authentication. 

throughout enrollment, it captures the fingerprint of the user 

and its distinctive options area unit extracted and hold on in 

an exceedingly information together with the identity of the 

user as a example for the topic. Attendance management is 

managing attending. attending management has sometimes 

been approached mistreatment time clocks and timesheets, 

however attending system goes on the far side everything to 

supply a operating atmosphere that maximizes and offers 

motivation to worker attending. Attendance management is 

one in every of the foremost a part of today’s human 

resource systems; it takes organization towards higher 

human resource systems, follow and excellence, therefore 

regular attending and promptness area unit expected from all 

staff and candidates in an exceedingly work setting. 

unacceptable attending is generally caused by unscheduled  

absences and timing cause a stoppage in work, affects 

productivity, and creates additional issues once workloads 

area unit shifted to different staff. Moreover, in several 

institutes, and tutorial organizations, attending is one in 

every of the foremost vital criteria that is employed for 

varied functions. These functions embody assessment of 

scholars,record keeping,  and promotes best and provides 

consistency at school. In most of the developing countries, a 

minimum share of attending at school is needed in most 

establishments and this policy has not been used due to the 

various challenges come upon gift technique of taking 

attending presents. This ancient technique involves taking 

student attending in books or mistreatment sheets. This 

technique is employed for fraud or the attending sheet may 

be lost or purloined. Taking of attending is time 

overwhelming and it's tough to {examine|to visualize} the 

quantity of scholars that have the smallest amount share and 

so eligible for exam. Thus, it's abundant required for a 

system that might take away all of those bother spots. 
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I. PROJECT STYLE 

A. Data Flow Diagrams 

1) 0-Level DFD 

 

B. 1-Level DFD 

 

C. 2-Level DFD 

 

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

This system introduces a brand new automatic attending 

management system, that integrates the fingerprint 

authentication within the method of attending management 

for each  student and workers. it's created from 2 processes ; 

Authentication and incoming . 

During incoming, the life science of the user is captured and 

also the trivialities information is extracted and unbroken in 

an exceedingly info as a guide for the topic in synchronicity 

with the user’s ID. the most purpose of the incoming module 

is to admit a user that's victimisation his/her ID and 

fingerprints into the info once feature extraction. These 

options build a guide that's want to confirm the identity of 

the user, formulates the method of authentication. The 

incoming method is generally applied by Associate in 

Nursing administrator of the attending management system. 

throughout verification, the fingerprint of the user is scanned 

once more and also the extracted options square measure 

compared with the one that's already existing within the info 

to verify a match. once a productive match, attending is 

ticked against the user’s id utilized in matching the 

templates. 

This work makes use of a fingerprint reader 

because the input to accumulate pictures, develops programs 

that has fingerprint recognition and identification of the 

system moreover as info to stay user’s info. The info 
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consists of fingerprint templates and alternative bio-data of 

the individuals at the side of the attending records created by 

the individuals. the subsequent diagram shows the design of 

the projected attending management system. 

 
Fig. 1: Architecture of attending System 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The fingerprint based mostly attending management system 

style is created of the following: 

1) Enrolment module 

2) Authentication Module 

3) System info 

IV. ENROLMENT MODULE 

The work of recruitlment module is to create positive that 

user has enrol and their fingerprints into the info system. 

throughout incoming the fingerprint and alternative bio-data 

of the user is scanned and also the distinctive options square 

measure extracted from the fingerprint image and unbroken 

in an exceedingly info as a guide for the topic in conjunction 

with the users ID. workers bio information to be captured 

includes: worker variety, position, alternative names, sex, 

number, email, surname, staff type, department and passport 

photograph. Student profile includes: admittance variety, 

surname, other-names, sex, department, level, post, passport 

photograph and number . to boost the standard of a image 

that's captured throughout enrolment/registration, 2 pic 

samples per fingerprint used square measure scanned for the 

next degree of accuracy. 

When the fingerprint image and also the user name 

of an individual  that is to be registered square measure fed 

to the module of enrollment , a trivialities extraction 

algorithmic program is usually first applied to the fingerprint 

photos and also the trivialities patterns (features) square 

measure extracted. guide is made by these options that's 

wont to confirm the identity of the person, formulating the 

method of verification. The incoming method is applied by 

Associate in Nursing admin of the attending management 

system. The registration Associate in Nursingd incoming 

part is an admin part. The user fingerprint moreover as 

alternative profile is keep for the primary time for 

registration into the info. The courses, tests , practicals, 

lecturers and exams square measure registered at this part. 

All info and information needed for the proper recording of 

attending square measure registered during this module. 

V. AUTHENTICATION MODULE 

The task of the authentication module is to indicate the 

identity of the user WHO intends to access the system. The 

person to be genuine  should place his finger on the 

fingerprint scanner to point his identity  . The fingerprint 

photos captured is diluted  and increased at the image 

process stage.It is then passto an identical algorithmic 

program, that verifies it against the person’s biometric guide 

unbroken within the system info to supply the identity. 

throughout authentication of workers attending, a workers 

offer his department and name, then places his finger over 

the fingerprint reader. the popularity unit of the fingerprint 

compares the fingerprint options with those unbroken within 

the info, once a productive verification , the workers worker 

variety is shipped to the info on wit the time of constructing 

such Associate in Nursing attending and change the standing 

(either present/absent) of user’s attending for the day. 

workers attending is scanned doubly every day for each  

departure  and point. 

For attending of the coed , the lecturer selects his 

department, level, course code, attending sort (for example 

practicals, lectures etc) and also the attending ID, then the 

coed places his/her fingerprint on the fingerprint reader, the 

popularity of the fingerprint unit matches the fingerprint 

options with those unbroken within the info, once a 

productive verification, the student’s variety is shipped to 

the info aboard the time of constructing such attending and 

change the standing (either present/absent) of student’s 

attending for the category. Student attending is scanned just 

the once for every attending sort. 

A fingerprint consists of valleys and ridges . the 

essential options utilized in fingerprint recognition, for eg: 

ridge  bifurcations and ridge endings. in step with options 

utilized in automatic fingerprint recognition techniques 

square measure classified into  image-based,minutiae-based 

and ridge feature-based approaches. Ridge feature-based 

approach is employed once trivialities square measure tough 

to eliminate in terribly inferiority fingerprint photos, 

whereas alternative options of the fingerprint ridge pattern 

could also be extracted a lot of dependably than trivialities, 

albeit their distinctiveness is usually low. Image-based 

approaches use the whole grey scale fingerprint photos as a 

guide to match against input fingerprint photos. This begin 

wants an outsized size of space for storing and fingerprint 

photos square measure nonlegal to be unbroken in some 

nations. 

However, it's believed that minutiae-based 

approach of matching, upon that this task is predicated, 

facilitates the look of a straightforward, robust, and quick 

verification algorithmic program whereas maintaining a 

guide of little size. Minutiae-based illustration is often used, 

in little scale as a result of rhetorical examiners have with 

success trusted trivialities to verify fingerprints for quite a 

century, minutiae-based illustration is keep efficientely. 

Minutiae-based approach makes an attempt to urge 

the similarity degree between one or quite one trivialities 

sets. However, trivialities-based strategies will create the 

computation a lot of subtle and also the ought to hunt for the 

simplest correspondence of ridge pairs or trivialities pairs or  

use core or delta minutiae purpose to estimate the alignment 

.the matter of false trivialities or lost trivialities forever 

happens once the trivialities detection method goes on. 

therefore beneath this condition the corresponding pairs 

might not be found. thus a brand new illustration referred to 

as trivialities Direction Map (MDM) is introduced, during 

which it's generated by changing trivialities purpose sets 

into second photos areas.  
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The part correlation (PC) methodology could be a 

well-liked selection for pic registration thanks to its machine 

simplicity and strong performance. additionally it   provides 

estimation of rigid translation between 2 pictures. it's 

forever applied in image-based fingerprint recognition . 

However, recognition of fingerprint is wide applied in 

moveable device which needs alittle space for storing. Since 

pic based mostly algorithms method entire fingerprint 

photos, their massive storage demand for all fingerprint 

pictures limits their pertinence. The instructed trivialities-

based approaches  stores alittle variety of minutiae points, 

that greatly reduces the storage demand. The matching 

Approach is predicated on corresponding 

trivialities in 2 fingerprint templates. The conferred 

algorithmic program consists of 3 consecutive steps. 

throughout the primary step it determines doable pairs of 

corresponding trivialities in an exceedingly reference 

fingerprint guide and in an exceedingly check fingerprint. 

throughout the second step these pairs of trivialities square 

measure combined to tuples of two pairs of trivialities every. 

Such a tuple it's doable to establish a singular second 

transformation  that shows the trivialities of the check 

fingerprint onto the trivialities of the referral fingerprint. 

The dynamic  parameters square measure unbroken as tuple 

attribute. The fingerprint photos square measure assumed to 

be roughly align for eg: they are doing not heavyly dissent 

in size, location and orientation. Therefore, a price operate is 

introduced that assigns each individual prices to every of the 

tuple considering deviations from massive  transformation 

parameters. All found  tuples square measure ordered by 

their prices. throughout the last step Associate in Nursing as 

massive as doable set of consistent tuples is ready. The a lot 

of consistent trivialities pairs square measure found, the 

higher the 2 fingerprint templates match one another. 

VI. THE DATABASE 

Attendance management system info consists of tables that 

stores records, every of that communicate to Associate in 

Nursing one who is unauthorized that has access to the 

system. every and each record might contain the trivialities 

guides of fingerprint of the person Associate in Nursingd 

user name of the person or the other info like pin no as an 

index to the template. The system info style implements 

relative information model that is truly a collections of table 

during which information is keep. The info was enforced in 

Microsoft SQL Server info (Sql Server, 2005). SQL Server 

is quick and simple, it needs very little configuration it will 

store a really massive record. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this, we've got conferred a fingerprint-based attending 

management system. The system developed is Associate in 

Nursing encapsulated system that's a part of a fingerprint 

recognition/authentication system is supported trivialities 

points. Templates square measure matched throughout each 

registering and confirmative processes. For improved 

internal control throughout the registering and confirmative 

method, an identical score was enforced to work out the 

success of the operation. The score of matching was given 

so solely sets of trivialities info that exceed the score are 

going to be accepted and information that is below the score 

won't be designated. Therefore, Fingerprint Recognition 

victimisation trivialities Score Matching methodology was 

used for matching the trivialities points is recorded before 

attending . 

The system that is developed is extremely useful in 

saving valuable time of lecturers and students, paper and 

generating report at needed time. The system records the 

report and put down time of staff and students {in a|during 

a|in an exceedingly|in a terribly} very convenient manner 

victimisation their fingerprint to forestall cut back level of 

absence and impersonation. Also, it reduces most of the 

executive jobs and reduces human errors, avoids proxy 

punching, removes time-related argument and helps to 

oftentimes update and maintain attending records. 
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